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Why should we care about political economy?

• Policy has redistributive effects impacts political support and thus
feasibility

• Subsidies for low carbon alternatives versus carbon tax
• Emissions market versus a carbon tax

• This eventually impacts the costs / efficiency of policy



Mix of production and investment subsidies, generous
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Part 1: Determinants of PV adoption

Drivers of city-
level PV 
installations?

• 1 EUR of discounted future benefit
< 1 EUR of investment subsidy

• Regional heterogeneity in price
response

Use of production 
subsidy increased

(favored for budgetary
reasons) total costs

• Echo extant lit in public economics (incl. 
role of salience in price response)

• Would have liked a fuller discussion of 
behavioral assumptions (financial
constraints, transaction costs, peer
effects, …)

• Sceptical about regional differences
(demographics? Transactions costs?)

Question Results Conclusions

• Miss a discussion about 
trade-off between
investment and 
production subsidies



Part 2: Impact of policies on votes

Impact of city-
level installations 
on vote share of 
incumbent
parties?

• Incumbent parties lose vote share, 
starting in 2014

• Impact larger in high adoption 
areas

Evidence for voters
punishing poor

policies

• Initially sceptical that anything would
show up in data (low salience, low level of 
awareness, motive for voting). Would still
appreciate discussion about exogeneity

• Empirical strategy does not account for 
intensity of cost hike exposure (+ price
only go up in July 2015). 

• Party-specific effects raise more q’s

Question Results Conclusions

(Corrective measures
by 2009-14 
government, increase
in electricty prices
starting in 2015)

• Interpretation still
not fully tight

• Was commitment
the issue or lack of 
feedback loop
mechanism? 



Summing up

• Useful, interesting case-study. 

• Would be good to position it within larger literatures on behavioral
public finance (1 EUR ≠ 1 EUR) and on retrospective voting. 

• Given its policy-orientation, scientific responsibility to be clearer
about implicit assumptions: what’s included, what isn’t, how this may
impact conclusions

• Put sufficient caveats to policy recommendations
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